Categorial Combinatorics of the E.U. Coinage
by Guest Author Daniel Schellhorn.

Preface by Aoristos Dyosphainthos. I have had the pleasure, in recent weeks, of
participating in extended dialogues with a frequent guest of the www.dialectics.org
wed site, Daniel Schellhorn, who contacted us via webmaster@dialectics.org.
Daniel is developing a unique approach of his own, which might be described as a
geometrical approach, to what we call ‘the mathematics of dialectics’.
Daniel also solicited our suggestions as to the best ‘trajectory of texts’ to read so as
to learn F.E.D. dialectics.
I suggested that he start with the following blog-entry, by Miguel Detonacciones of
F.E.D., and my colleague in the F.E.D. Office of Public Liaison -https://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2014/09/the-systematic-dialectic-of-change.html .
I suggested this blog-entry to Daniel, because it represents, to my mind, nearly the
simplest ‘dialectical meta-model’ ‘constructable’ using the WQ dialectical method.
It is so, in part, I hold, because the subject-matter -- that of the U.S. coinage
categories -- is thoroughly familiar to, at least, all typical U.S. residents, so that the
reader can focus on the WQ dialectical m ethod itself, alone, via this specific
example of its application. And this application example is, e.g., in terms of the
meanings of categorial combination and, especially, of ‘self-combination’, for its
content, exceedingly sim ple as well.
Daniel responded after his review of this application example, with an application
example of his own, to the E.U. coinage, writing up a ‘models specification’ for
that Domain which was exactly A+ correct in all respects!
With Daniel’s agreement, we have transcribed his write-up into our standard, ‘jpg’,
‘models specification’ format, and pasted it in below, for the benefit of other guests
of this site. We think that this c’s2 = 3 model can also serve as a way-in to learning
F.E.D. dialectical-mathematical m odeling, for other guests of this site so-inclined.
We particularly appreciated Daniel’s innovation of a new and very apt notation for
our ‘g
generalized summation’ operator, Σ, encountered in ‘‘‘ssums’’’ of “p
purely”
qualitative term s in generic WQ arithm etic, enlarging upon our symbol ‘ ’.
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Background. Our procedure in preparing this transcription has been as follows.
We mapped Daniel’s manuscript original of his models specification, which Daniel
transmitted to us in the form of a digital image of that manuscript original, into the
E.D. standard models specification tabular format. In that process, we also took the
opportunity to ‘de-abbreviate’ Daniel’s abbreviations, wherever this form had
sufficient room to do so, and to add E.D. standard ordinal textual color-coding, etc.
We also prepared an E.D. standard ‘first triad dialectogram’, inserted immediately

below, consistent with Daniel’s models specification, to supplement that
specification.
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